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New York artist Rachel Harrison (b. 1966) combines pop-cultural fragments with hand-made, 
painted forms to make inter-media sculptures, which in turn form installations.  The art critic 
Johanna Burton has compared the multi-faceted sculptures with a stream of lava traveling along 
the cultural landscape, concealing, engulfing and preserving. But in spite of all their playfulness, 
they display references to classical themes and work categories of the 20th century, including 
minimalism.  The artist cautiously resumes the discourse concerning space, plinth, material and 
the potential for contemplation of monolithic works, and brings the specifically sculptural 
hierarchies into question, presenting us with her version of a contemporary, self-reflexive 
sculpture. Alongside the most recently created photo series and sculptures named after famous 
men, entitled Voyage of the Beagle, the migros museum für gegenwartskunst is exhibiting the 
installation Trees For the Forest (2007) created here on site. 

 
From 1831 until 1836 Charles Darwin traveled on HMS Beagle on a round-the-world research expedition. 
His notes and observations appeared later under the title Voyage of the Beagle, and formed the basis for 
his The Origin of Species (1859), which is now regarded as being the foundation of evolution theory. In 
Harrison’s photographic documentation Voyage of the Beagle (2007), this analysis appears to be still in 

the process of being developed. Harrison initially reports solely from her observations, and sets them into 
a new context of comparison and juxtaposition. The rows of horizontally hung photographs can be read 
from left to right and back again, and feature portraits/headshots of display mannequins, menhirs, 
bronzes, a Brancusi, hunting trophies, posters, a gold record and monuments. Like the journey alluded to 
in the title, the seris of images that begins and ends with a large Corsican menhir is a kind of search, in 
this case, for the origins of sculpture. The sculptural begins and ends everywhere: in the park, on the 
street, in the display window, in backstreet bazaars, in magazines on the Internet etc. Sometimes the 
production of a sculpture means nothing more than to perceive it, discover it, and not only in the museum: 
sculpture recurs as a form of depiction in the gaze of the spectator. 
 
Ethnographer and anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss (b. 1908), renowned as the founder of 
structuralism, attempted, as a distanced observer, to establish universal thought principles from societally 
implemented classifications and frames of reference. Yet the cock and hen in Harrison’s Claude Lévi-
Strauss (2007) calls to mind his colleague Clifford Geertz (1926-2006), author of the “Balinese Cockfight“, 
who understood culture as a never ending process of interpretation and reinterpretation. The fact that one 
of the two plinths stands on a standard U.S. Postal Service parcel and the other on the packaging of a 
Sharp fax machine reminds us that what goes on between the sculpture and its immediate surroundings 
or the observer, is no less real and confused than that which occurs between people who (allegedly) 
communicate with one another.  
 
At the feet of the sculpture Amerigo Vespucci (2006), a tall stele with angular forms and bright coloring, 
we find a framed portrait of Leonardo Di Caprio and a polystyrene apple with a bite out of it. Even before 
Columbus, the merchant seafarer Amerigo Vespucci believed that America was a continent and not a 
collection of islands, although this was occasionally discussed. America even adopted his name. Yet there 
is no Vespucci Day. The story has lost its innocence. However, unlike Leonardo Di Caprio on the Titanic, 
Vespucci did at least manage to get to America. 
 
The name of the sculpture Fats Domino (2007) refers to the famous New Orleans R&B musician of the 
1950s/1960s who celebrated his first nationwide success with a record called Fat Man. Harrison 
comments with her literal black humor by placing a can of “Slim Fast” on a slim brown sculpture à la 
Louise Nevelson – the ready made as a hat on the top, out of reach. The presentation of such objects is a 
commentary in the form of a sculptural configuration: a work that simultaneously exhibits and includes pro 
rata a can of Slim Fast, and which displays the can as content and as material – further complicating the 
relationship between sculpture and plinth.  
 



Harrison has dedicated a gold and purple sculpture made of many parts amongst other things, with a 
round table and a gold hoop earring, to the actor Johnny Depp. The tone of the sculpture Johnny Depp 
(2007) echoes the camp clichéd role Depp himself plays in Pirates of the Caribbean (2003), in which no 
attempt is made to play an authentic pirate. When one of Harrison’s sculptures inscribes itself in the space 
or discourse, then it is with the intelligence of a travesty, an exaggeration which nevertheless opens up 
new possibilities, like Johnny Depp does who, in his pirate role, is a kind of chameleon with earrings, and 
is simultaneously his own parody.  
 
The sculpture Alexander the Great (2007) is composed of a figure with two faces, a non-specific 
mannequin at the front, and a mask of Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865) behind – looking back. Two hands 
carry a bucket advertising NASCAR (National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing), and around the 
shoulders a red shawl featuring gold stars is draped. In the 4th century BC Alexander the Great extended 
the Macedonian empire to Egypt and India. Amorphous forms painted in primary colors repeated on the 
bucket, appear like a raft under the sexless figure, which appears to gaze from the present to the past and 
the future simultaneously. In one place advertising stickers, in another painted spots. The discriminatory 
power of the object area is lost. 
 
Deception at Daytona (2007) is created of a sliced pedestal with walls that look like a used painting 
palette. Out of it emerges a small, multi-colored sculpture. Every spring, the NASCAR Nextel Cup takes 
place in Daytona, California, and kicks off the racing season of one of America’s most beloved sports. At 
the time of alcohol prohibition (1919-1932) smugglers souped-up their cars, and in the Southern States 
the first illegal races against the authorities began. In 1947 the mechanic Bill France founded the 
NASCAR organization. Today cars with excessive engines are artificially throttled and furnished with 
stuck-on rows of headlamps to at least still look like a car. If teams are occasionally penalized or drivers 
disqualified, as was the case this year with Toyota’s debut racing stable, the secret rule applies: “If you 
are not cheating, you are not trying.” 
 
In the work The Foot Stays in the Picture (2007) there is a video playing on several monitors of the New 

York City Marathon. With more than 35,000 runners it is one of the largest running events in the world. In 
the mass of feet the autofocus cannot find the correct setting, and the agitated lens zooms in and out, 
meaning that the correct setting is only guaranteed when the actual motif has passed by. The race never 
ends. 
 
In Rainer Werner Fassbinder (2007) a replica of the filmmaker Rainer Werner Fassbinder (1945–1982), 
who wanted to make as many films as possible in his lifetime so that his life would be a film, is borne upon 
a wave of foam pieces. In lilac spandex bike shorts, with two pairs of spectacles and a Dick Cheney mask 
on its face, the sculpture is a representation of the god Janus, Roman god of the beginning and the end. 
Through the two faces – male and female, plaster and rubber, forward and back – Harrison addresses the 
confusion, for instance, between the commodity world and artistic production. Thus it turns out to be a 
display window mannequin and therefore a readymade, in a sculptural setting, which presents Rainer 
Werner Fassbinder as a radically undecided figure. It is many things at the same: a figure in the traditional 
sense, but also a figure of self-presentation, muttering “perhaps this way”, or an instance of agency par 
excellence. To fix its function in a specific sculptural concept is simply not possible. 
 
Around a pedestal many things combine and extend to the colorfully painted wood Trees for the Forest 
(2007) of box-shaped sculptures. The painted sculptures recall the American artist Anne Truitt, who 
Clement Greenberg – in hindsight – acclaimed as an anticipation of good, non technological, cool 
minimalism in 1967, an observation that was heavily disputed by Donald Judd, who felt that their optical 
similarity did not guarantee the same formal goals. Here what is at stake is the challenge of history, 
memory and the principles of judgment. The “either/or” is replaced by the possibility of an “as-well-as”, 
where upon new figures emerge before innumerable backgrounds, and the spectators are provoked to 
search for a potential coherence and a logic of objects, which they can only find in their immediate vicinity.  
 
Exhibition Curator: Heike Munder 
 

 
 
 
 



!PUBLIC GUIDED TOURS! 
 

Public guided tours: Sundays: 29th April, 13th & 27th May, 3rd & 24th June at 3pm, and Thursdays: 10th May 
& 21st June at 6.30pm. 
 

!INFORMATION! 
 

Parallel to the Rachel Harrison exhibition, between 29th April and 27th May works from the collection of the 
migros museum für gegenwartskunst will be on show, including works by: Daniele Buetti – Anne-Lise 
Coste – Delia Gonzalez & Gavin Russom – Christian Marclay – Katharina Sieverding – Mika Taanila. 
 
Opening hours: Tues / Wed / Fri Midday-6pm, Thurs Midday-8pm, Sat / Sun 11am-5pm. 
Entrance to the museum is free from 5pm-8pm on Thursdays.  

 
migros museum für gegenwartskunst 
Limmatstrasse 270 
8005 Zürich 
 
T. +41 44 277 20 50  F. +41 44 277 62 86 
info@migrosmuseum.ch www.migrosmuseum.ch 
 
The migros museum für gegenwartskunst is an institution of the Migros-Kulturprozent.  
www.kulturprozent.ch 
 
 


